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You want to know the secret to success in this tech world? It's simple - patch automate,
patch automate, patch automate. Because in this industry, if you're not on the cutting

edge, you might as well be writing with a quill and parchment.

There are things that an MSP can do to simplify patch management process across
their customers' environments. Here are three ways they can do that.

Know the lay of the land

Being able to implement effective patch management starts with knowing what you

have. MSPs should make sure they have a complete record of network and software
inventory on an on-going basis (you can’t fix what you don’t know). It can also help to

group and categorize this inventory based on how critical it is to the customer or
potential for risk, as that can help prioritize what devices need to be patched first.

Automate, automate, automate

The best patch management is the process that mixes human tasks with automation to

determine what needs to be patched, how to do it, and ensure it has been updated
across the organization as needed. Automation through tools for remote patch

management can help MSPs deploy patches at scale across multiple customer
environments.

Plan ahead

When it comes to patch management, preparation is key. While many patches may be

released sporadically in response to newly discovered issues, there are some routine
updates that an MSP can plan for. For example, Microsoft and other major software

vendors leverage a monthly “Patch Tuesday” on the second Tuesday of every month to
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release necessary updates to their software.

We can't wait to show how it will works. 
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